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VIDEO: Pat Walker Talks About Her Son’s Life of Service
Governor and Mom Discuss Humble Upbringing, Work to Deliver Results for Hardworking-Families
[Madison, Wis.] – The Walker campaign launched a new TV ad today with Scott Walker and his
mom, Pat Walker, where they discuss family and the governor’s upbringing. While they did not have
much, they were grateful for their blessings. The governor references his life of service, inspired by
his parents, to help those in need.
Scott Walker’s reforms have helped working families across Wisconsin get a leg up. From
record actual-dollar investment in our schools, to lower taxes for working families, to pledging that
preexisting conditions will always be covered, and passing bipartisan reforms to bring down the cost
of health insurance, he is fighting for Wisconsin. In his next term, the governor will continue to build
on this success with new reforms that keep Wisconsin working for generations to come.
You can watch the ad, entitled “Good Job,” here or find excerpts below:
Pat Walker: We didn’t have a lot but we really had everything we needed. We had our faith, our
family, and our friends.
Gov. Walker: Mom and Dad taught us to look out for others, to stand up for what we believed in,
and respect people, regardless of their beliefs.
Pat Walker: We are really proud of the way Scott helps people around the state, like me who have
suffered from cancer.
Gov. Walker: My parents always said a life of service to others is a life well lived.
Pat Walker: You are really doing a good job, Scott.
Gov. Walker: Thanks, Mom.

The spot will run on TV as well as on a range of online and social media platforms.
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